Directions
Moulin à Nef
18, Esplanade du Port, 82340, Auvillar, France
Moulin à Nef in Auvillar is near exit 8 from the A62 autoroute about 1/3 of the way between
Toulouse and Bordeaux
TLS (also called Blagnac) airport – 50 minutes in non-rush hour times, tolls €6.80 in 2018.
For tolls on the autoroutes – US credit cards often are not accepted, and there is rarely a
manned booth. Carry cash in euros.
Consider getting a GPS if you’re planning to drive to Auvillar. Cell phone GPS is ok too if you
have a way to preload the maps – 3G and 4G coverage is spotty outside big cities and data
charges can be expensive.
Driving from the Toulouse airport to Auvillar:
To exit the airport, follow the signs for Toulouse and then follow the blue signs for the
Autoroute, A62, headed towards Bordeaux. On the blue signs is a picture of a highway going
under an overpass.
At the toll gate entry to the autoroute don’t use lanes that have only an orange « t », these
lanes are for pass holders only, similar to Ezpass in the US. Look for a lane with a green
downward pointing arrow above.
Stay on the Autoroute towards Bordeaux until Exit 8 for Auvillar and Valence d’Agen (about 4045 minutes from the toll entrance). Be careful not to miss this exit as the next one is 15 minutes
away.
Take Exit 8, pay the toll (€6.80 in 2018, cash or credit card, US cards may or may not work, and
follow the signs for Auvillar. When you are almost to Auvillar you will reach a stop sign at the
intersection of the D12 roadway. Don’t turn right onto the D12, which will have an arrow
pointing to Auvillar. Instead turn left towards the bridge. Then turn right just before the bridge.
You will see the three VCCA buildings on your right, office at 18, Esplanade du Port.

